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Everything you need for better future and success has already been written.  
And guess what?  All you have to do is go to the library. 

                                                 – Henri Frederic Amiel 
 

INTRODUCING DIGITAL CONNECT TO LIBRARIES 
 

Dear Parents, 

 
According to UNICEF “Children and young people are global citizens, powerful agents of 

change and the next generation of caregivers, scientists, and doctors. Any crisis presents an 
opportunity to help them learn, cultivate compassion and increase resilience while building a 

safer and more caring community.” 
 

Therefore, it becomes our duty at this point of time to keep our students occupied productively and we 

believe that the school and parents are together in this endeavour. 
 

The school has constantly strived to share strategies to keep the young minds busy and ensure that there 
is continuous exploration and learning happening, even if it means through the virtual world.  Continuing 

with our practice of training the ever curious minds ,during the lockdown period the two school libraries ; 

the Junior library (Classes I -V) and the Senior library ( Classes VI -XII )will start sharing resources and 
information with the objective of cultivating good reading habits amongst the children.  For the overall 

development of the students the libraries intend to share links of online webinars, where children may find 
new learning avenues;  links of widely acclaimed plays, sessions with authors and playwrights photographs, 

videos, text, documents and  much more. 
 

The school libraries will provide all this information through the group ‘Carpe diem’ on the Microsoft 

Kaizala app.   To be a part of Carpe diem install Microsoft Kaizala on a mobile device. 
 

 Microsoft Kaizala is supported on Android phones as well as windows phones. It is also compatible with  

iOS phones running iOS 9.0 or higher version.  You'll need a wireless or data connection to the internet 
to use Microsoft Kaizala.  Microsoft Kaizala doesn't support tablets that are Wi-Fi only. 

 

 Verify your phone number.  You must be able to receive phone calls and text messages on the phone 

number that you are trying to verify.  A Microsoft Kaizala account can only be verified using one phone 

number, on one device.  
 

 Login using the link provided by the school.   The school will be sharing a link with all the Class teachers 

to be shared with the parents, click on the link and become a part of the group. 
 

We will be inviting feedback from parents in the form of surveys and polls to enhance learning in all spheres 

with a request not to share the login link. 
 

The information being shared is to be used for the development of our students only. 
 

 
           Asha Prabhakar 
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